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Building

Parent-Child

Relationships 

ARE WE

HELPING OR

BURDENING

OUR

CHILDREN?

 

Cost: FREE

 Facilitator: 

Dr. Carlos A Raimundo

 
FOR  YOU WHO:

·Wants the best for your children.

·Are concerned for their success.

·Wants to know that your ‘help’ is ‘helping.’ 

Have a different approach to challenging

situations

Experience tension in the relationship and the

family

Are a single parent or carer juggling both roles

·Lost and don’t know what to do

PARENTS  WHO:

Thursdays | 7:30PM-8:30PM  
via Zoom

Powered by ALI 

https://activelearningint.com/


Phone: 0431 685 522

Email: Dr.Carlos@relationship.capital

Website: www.relationship.capital/family

Read Carlos' journal article Managing Intention and Behavioural Gap 

We feel our
children’s

challenges as our
own. We often stress
more than them. It

results in further
stress put on the

family. 
Luckily, it doesn’t

need to be like that.

Physical, emotional, hormonal changes and social

expectations such as peer pressure and final exams are

tense and uncertain moments for students and those

around them. Especially for parents or carers who often

find it difficult to ‘know’ how to support them. Their

best intentions of support and guidance often produce

antagonism, rejection, more anxiety, and tension.

Instead of helping, it seems that they are a hindrance. 

It affects their parent’s relationships and the family.

Single parents feel overwhelmed and lack support.

What’s happening? The roles each part plays are not

matching, they are not aligned, and instead of being

constructive, they weaken everyone involved and their

relationships. These sessions will have space for participant
interactions, mutual learning, questions, and comments.

Carlos is a medical doctor (Argentina) with psychiatry (Arg), psychology, philosophy, and theology

studies. He’s the founder of Active Learning International, a professional counsellor and coach, a

researcher in neuroscience, and creator of the Play of Life, a tool for counselling psychotherapy,

education, and business. His methods of therapy have been used internationally for more than 35

years. Author of Relationship Capital, Prentice Hall (2002) Adjunct Research Fellow Australian Centre

for Christianity and Culture (ACC&C) Charles Sturt University. 

Carlos will share key principles in relating successfully with your children through understanding the

relational dynamic between parents and child using role theory. Carlos uses principles from

neuroscience, psychology and how to access, effectively the belief principles the family has. And, he’ll

share his experiences and learning with his three children, especially failures.

Dr Carlos A Raimundo

Right intentions are not enough. We can learn new ways of relating.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23311908.2020.1729592
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23311908.2020.1729592

